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A SUGGESTION AS TO THE MEANING OF THE 
MOKI SNAKE DANCE. 

STUDENTS of American Ethnology have known for several years 
of an interesting ceremony called the Snake Dance, which is said 
to be biennially performed at the Moki pueblo, Wolpi. As is well 
known, in this dance living snakes, some of the most venomous char- 
acter, are carried in the mouths and hands of the celebrants. 

This weird, and to our ideas loathsome performance, has been re- 
peatedly witnessed by Americans, and although often described, has 
never been satisfactorily interpreted.' 

From the predominance which is given to the rattlesnake and 
everything connected with this animal throughout this ceremony, 
the first and most natural impression would be that the observance 
is an elaborate form of rites connected with serpent worship, which 
is known to have such a tenacious hold on the minds of all rude 
peoples. It would at first sight seem absurd to question such a con- 
clusion were it not for the existence of certain subordinate facts 
which turn one's attention in other directions. Certain of these 
minor details are with difficulty explained by this hypothesis. 

My belief that the Snake Dance is primarily a ceremonial connected 
solely with serpent worship was somewhat shaken by the informa- 
tion which I gathered from various sources, that the same dance was 
celebrated without the snakes on certain occasions. Evidently a 
ceremonial connected with snake worship without the introduction 
of the snake would be like the play of Hamlet with Hamlet omitted. 
If there exists a religious observance which the Indians consider the 
same as the Snake Dance, but in which the snake is absent, a study 
of such ought to throw light on the inner meaning of both. The 
hint that there is a snake dance without snakes seems worth fol- 
lowing up, for if it could be proven that such was the case, a study 
of the common elements of both ought to tell the story of their in- 
ner meaning. As the observance without the snakes would seem to be 
the simpler one, the problem could be more readily solved by studies 
of it than of the more complicated. If, moreover, we could prove 
an identity of the two, simple and complex, we would be on a good 
road for progress, in discovery. We have, in other words, a problem 

The most complete description of the Snake Dance which has appeared 
is that given by Captain John G. Bourke in his book, The Snake Dance of the 
Moquis of Arizona. This work of about 375 pages contains several chapters on 
this subject, but by no means exhausts the subject with which it deals. These 
chapters rather increase one's interest to know more, and one rises from their 
perusal with the impression that much more remains to be discovered before he 
can fathom the meaning of this intricate observance. 
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not unlike many with which the morphologist and embryologist 
have to deal in determinations of the homologies of organs of ani- 
mals and plants. If complex religious ceremonials are developments 
from primitive ones, as we may justly conclude or rather take for 
granted that they are, the direction in which the elaboration takes 
place must be governed by definite laws which are capable of deter- 
mination, and may be submitted to analysis. To discover the laws 
by which to interpret the hidden meaning of ceremonials, the ethnolo- 
gist has often to penetrate below or behind accretions resulting from 

symbolism, which have grown about primitive ideas and obscured 
their prominence. Religious ceremonials when once developed 
are slow to change, but it is evident that they do not spring at once 
into elaborate observances. They develop from simpler to complex 
stages, and environment plays an important part in the direction 
in which this development takes place. As a consequence, often- 
times the primary idea of the ceremony has been lost or obscured by 
symbolism. I believe many instances of this might be mentioned, 
and that the Snake Dance is as good an illustration as could be wished. 

A parallel case showing a little different development, but illustrat- 
ing the same idea of the modification of ceremonials by elaboration, 
may be seen in two Zufian ceremonials known as the Harm-po-ney 
and Klar-hey-wey. These two dances are essentially the same, but 
the former is very much more elaborate than the latter. This elab- 
oration pervades all parts of the ceremonies connected with these 
dances, and no single element overshadows the others. They are 

strictly homologous, and this homology can be traced in everything 
connected with the two. No one can, I think, for a moment doubt 
their identity, or that Ham-po-ney and Klar-hey-wey are but differ- 
ent expressions of the same fundamental idea, although one is sim- 

ple, the other complex. That idea can best be discovered by a 

study of the simpler ceremonial. So in the Snake Dance and that 
which is reputed to be the same without the snakes. If it can be 
proved that they are identical, evidently the simpler is more profit- 
able to study in order to fathom the meaning of the more complex. 
This was the idea which led me to accept with pleasure the hint 
that the problem of the Snake Dance could be approached in a way 
different from any which has yet been followed, and I was therefore 
interested in the information that a simpler performance of the 

ceremony was still in existence. The observance which I have been 
led to suppose to be the simpler form of the Snake Dance is that 
celebrated on alternate years and known as the Lay-Za-tuk. 

A priori, at least, we can suppose that subordinate features in any 
ceremonial, when it is in the process of evolution, may attract more 
attention than primary ones, and may even develop at the expense of 
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the latter. A study of many existing religions will, I think, furnish 
instructive data pointing in this direction. I can readily agree with 
those who hold that the Snake Dance has come to be a form of 
snake worship, but I would suggest that it originated from a cere- 
monial of a far different nature. It may at present be looked upon 
by the Indians as a form of serpent worship, or possibly as a drama- 
tization of historical episodes, and yet its origin may have been far 
different. I think it is possible to penetrate back of these ideas to 
the origin of the dance and suggest that it is a simple form of water 
ceremonial. The reasons which have led me to look in this direc- 
tion will, I hope, appear in the following pages. 

For some unknown reason, the snake is regarded among the Mo- 
kis, as among some other Indian tribes, as the guardian of the springs. 
Like the frog, this animal has come to be an emblem of water, and 
naturally is used as a symbol of the same in rain or water ceremo- 
nials. The sinuous motion of this animal recalls the lightning which 
accompanies the rain, and a zigzag line is used as a sign to designate 
both. The great plumed serpent, Kol-o-wis-si, of the Zufiians lives 
in the water; indeed, the idea of a serpent guarding a sacred spring 
is so widely spread in the mythology of primitive peoples that it 
may be looked upon as a fundamental principle in many mythologi- 
cal systems. To kill a snake means, in the Moki conception, to 
destroy a guardian of some water source or spring. Conversely, to 
propitiate him is to bless with abundant water. As the snake is a 
symbol of water, pictures of this animal necessarily find an appro- 
priate place in rain or water ceremonials. 

Near the end of the month of August, I890, at the close of my 
stay in Zuni pueblo, word came to me by a Zufiian just returned 
from Wolpi, that the Mokis were about to celebrate the Snake 
Dance. I knew from many sources that this could not be the 
dance in which snakes were carried in the mouth, for that had been 
performed the year before, and at Wolpi at least it is only performed 
on alternate years, and the ceremony of the veritable Snake Dance 
occurred the preceding year (I889). Satisfied, however, that there 
was something to be learned from the study of a ceremony which was 
said to be the same as the Snake Dance without the snakes, I hur- 
ried away to Wolpi, where I arrived in due time to witness the event 
which had been foretold. It was possible for me to gather some in- 
formation in relation to this ceremony, and to collect enough data to 
lead me to believe that the same idea is embodied in the two cere- 
monials. While I may be wrong in my conclusions as to their iden- 
tity, I am at least confident that a knowledge of the observance I 

1 There are two distinct parts to the ceremony of the Snake Dance. In the 
former, or that without the snakes, we have the nearest likeness to the Lay-la-zuk. 
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am presently to describe is necessary before one can make a final 
judgment of the inner meaning of the Snake Dance. 

I arrived at the foot of the easternmost mesa of the Mokis on 
the afternoon of August 20, I890, and immediately followed the trail 
up to the pueblo of Teg-u-a; from there through Shii-sho-no-vi to 
Wolpi, where the ceremony was to take place. The time of the ob- 
servance is a little over a week from that in which in former years 
the Snake Dance occurred. This fact has a meaning, for the annual 
calendar of religious events is pretty closely adhered to among the 
more distant pueblos. From verbal information I learned that there 
is considerable variation in the date of the month in which the Snake 
Dance occurs, but that it almost invariably happens near the end 
of August. 

When I arrived at Wolpi the participants in the ceremony were 
at a spring in the plain, where certain important preliminaries were 
being celebrated. These I did not witness, consequently my account 
is defective at the very threshold. I was, however, told that the 
O-ma-ou, or water god, inhabits this spring.' 

On my climb up the trail to the mesa top, near Teg-u-a, I observed 
a shrine, which is probably the same as one of those mentioned by 
Bourke. This shrine is situated about fifty feet below Teg-u-a, near 
the end of the trail up which we mounted, and called by the Mokis 
(as I am informed by Tom Polacca) Kar-ge, the "end of the trail." 
It lies on a slight elevation, a little above the path, and has the form 
of a rock inclosure made of small stones, in the centre of which a 

spiral concretion (fossil ?) was observed. The " torso, with rudimen- 

tary suggestions of arms and thighs," mentioned by Bourke, was not 
seen in this shrine when I visited it. 

At a short time before sundown the participants in the exercises 
at the spring formed in line, and slowly marched up the trail, along 
the narrow path worn into the rock by frequent footsteps, to the 
dance place about the Sacred Rock2 of Wolpi. From Bourke's 

description I judge that the Snake Dance also occurs in the late 
afternoon. 

The procession of dancers from the spring3 was composed of 

The second part, in which the snakes are brought in, has very little likeness to 
the former, and is'almost wholly occupied with snake ceremonials. As a conse- 
quence, this part has also very remote resemblances to the Lay-la-tuk. 

1 Not that from which most of the water for consumption in the pueblos is 
obtained, but more to the south, in the plain about the mesa. Bourke says 
nothing of similar ceremonials about this or any spring in his account of the 
Snake Dance. We see here, therefore, a difference in the two ceremonies from 
the very first. 

2 The Snake Dancers pass around this rock in their ceremonials. 
8 It would probably be more appropriate to designate this rather as a pool than 

a spring. 
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about twenty persons, who were all scantily clad. Their heads were 
without coverings, and the majority, possibly all, were males. 

The procession was led by a priest, a barefooted old man, who 
held in one hand a basket of sacred meal. Upon his head projected 
a pair of horn-shaped appendages, but, unlike the priest in the Snake 
Dance, he wore no garlands. Behind him marched a boy with a 
small earthen vessel, in which was water said to have been taken 
from the sacred well where the preliminary ceremonials had been 
performed. Following him were two women. The boy carried a 
wand made of feathers. He was almost nude, but was daubed with 
paint or white streaks over the body and down the legs. Great 

strings of shell-beads hung about his neck, and he was otherwise 
adorned. 

Each of the twenty men who followed had two sunflowers in their 
hair, and each carried in one hand a stalk with leaves and green 
corn upon it. We must not lose sight of the fact that green corn 
plays a r61e in this dance. In the Snake Dance also it is so conspic- 
uous as to be highly significant. In a representation or rehearsal of 
the Snake Dance in Teg-u-a, Mr. Whitney saw garlands of the leaves 
of corn, and in one of the estufas an old man, after making a sinuous 
line (symbol of rain) in the air with the right index finger, and hiss- 

ing in imitation of lightning, says Bourke, " made a sign as if some- 
thing was coming up out of the ground, and said in Spanish, 'Mrucho 
maiz' (plenty of corn), and in his own tongue, ' Lo la mai' (good)." 

The second division of dancers in the Snake Dance, says Bourke, 
"two by two, arm in arm, slowlypranced around the Sacred Rock, 
going through the motions of planting corn to a monotonous dirge 
chanted by the first division." 

It seems strange that ceremonials connected with planting corn 
should be introduced at this stage of the dance, unless some occult 
relationship exists between it and the inner meaning of the Snake 
Dance. This fact is not difficult to explain on the water theory of 
the origin of the dance. It must, however, be said that the rain 
dances are about over in August at Zuni, and that corn dances had 
begun before I left that pueblo. 

Besides the members of the procession which I have described 
above, there were additions to the number of participants in the 
final ceremonies, for the procession was joined at the dance plaza 
by other boys, all with horns on their heads, and ornamented with 
shell necklaces. Behind the procession came two men, naked or 
nearly so. These persons wore a quiver of deerskin over their 
shoulders, and carried a bow and arrows in one hand. In the other 
hand they bore a whizzer, or flat wooden slab tied to the end of a 
string, with which they made a whirring noise like wind. These 
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personages are said to be members of the Ka-lek-to-ka, which is a 
sacred organization corresponding to the Pith-la-she-wa-ney 1 at Zuni. 

The existence of this order in Moki, while it is what might be 
expected from the similarity of the two peoples, is not mentioned in 
the writings which I have been able to consult. Bourke, in his ac- 
count of the Snake Dance, speaks of an old man who "bore aloft in 
his right hand a bow (one of those so gayly ornamented with feath- 
ers and horse-hair, which had been noticed upon the upper end of 
the estufa ladders). With his right hand this old man rapidly 
twirled a wooden sling, which emitted the shrill rumble of falling 
rain, so plainly heard," etc. Bourke, however, does not recognize 
this man as a member of a secret organization, nor does he give the 
name of such. I believe, however, that we have in this "old man " 
a representative of the "Priesthood of the Bow," 2 and the same 
which I have mentioned above. 

Before I describe the dance, let me say something of a lodge 
which had been built on the open space near the Sacred Rock. 
This structure is made of cottonwood boughs, and is not unlike that 
figured by Bourke, with the exception that it is not covered with 
a buffalo robe. It stands, however, in the same relative position to 
the rock. The word Shze-hep-kee has been given me as the Moki 
name of this lodge. It is conical in shape, and resembles a typical 
tepee of the nomadic tribes. It is in this lodge that the snakes are 
placed in the Snake Dance, and within it also in the Lay-la-tuk the 
offerings are received at the close of the ceremonials. A man, Uch- 
che, is concealed within it, and he is said to receive the offerings. 

When the procession entered the dance plaza the members formed 
two platoons, facing the sacred lodge, the priest standing in front, 
the two Ka-lek-to-ka behind. The two women and the boy stood 
near the priest. They sang a low song, accompanied with a horn, 
keeping time with a rattle similar to the T-shaped rattle described 

by Bourke. There was no dancing, but at intervals the priest 
stamped with one foot on the ground. 

The dancers, says Bourke, after the snakes had been released, 

Mr. Cushing, whose authority is recognized as the highest in regard to the 
linguistics of the Zunians, and who is himself a member of this society, spells 
the name Api-thlan shi-wa-ni. It might seem preposterous for me to venture to 
use another form, but I have simply followed the pronunciation which I have 
heard. The orthography of Zufii words is not yet an exact science. 

2 Of course it does not follow that this is a badge of the organization, and is 
not carried by other persons in Moki or Zufi dances. It is used by the Koy-e-a- 
mash-i in the Kor-kok-shi at Zufii, and is associated with Pau-ti-va, who is said to 
carry it. Its use among widely separated tribes, and on different continents, is 
spoken of elsewhere in my paper on "The Summer Ceremonials at Zufii 
Pueblo." 
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moved in line twice around the Sacred Rock, and in pairs in front 
of it stamped the ground with the right foot. The snake-bearers in 
the second part of the Snake Dance, after dropping the snakes, 
stamped with the "left foot" twice, "emitting," says Bourke, "a 
strange cry, half grunt and half wail." The same ceremony of 
stamping the ground with the right foot takes place also in Lay-la- 
iuk, and has a significance in the interpretation of the observance. 

In the opening of the ceremonial the priest first sprinkled sacred 
meal on the ground in the form of the O-mou, or rain symbol, mak- 
ing several loop-like figures in four rows, drawing each figure at the 
end of a song,1 one behind the other. As the platoons advanced, 
one of the women threw into the right-hand loop a ring about six 
inches in diameter with two feathers attached to it. The boy then 
threw an offering into the middle loop, and the other woman cast a 
ring with feathers into the left-hand loop. If these offerings fell out- 
side the loop at which they were aimed, the priest put them in place 
in the loop at which they were thrown. The women and boy then 
advanced and picked up the offering. The platoons advanced a few 
steps to a short distance from the loop-like or rain figures and sang 
in a low, melodious voice, accompanied with a horn. At the close of 
the song the old priest made another set of rain-cloud loops extend- 

ing parallel with the former, and the women and boy cast their offer- 

ings as before. The platoons then advanced and sang the same song, 
accompanying it as before with the horn and the whizzer. While 

they were singing, the priest made new rain figures on the rock as 
before. 

In the Snake Dance a " circle " of sacred meal is said to be made 
on the rock, and in this circle the snakes are deposited. Which one 
of the participants made this circle is not clear to me, but when the 
snakes were deposited in it the "chief priest recited in a low voice a 
brief prayer." 

After the offerings had been cast into the loops four times, and 
the platoons had sung as many songs, all had advanced so far as 
to be closely huddled about the sacred lodge. Offerings of water 
were then handed, apparently into the hands of the Uch-cize, and 
the participants in the ceremony slowly filed away under the arch- 

way. Immediately all the spectators separated to their homes. It 
was now twilight, and on my return to the place, a few moments 
after, I observed that the sacred lodge had been removed, and a 
small hollow in the rock under the lodge, or in front of it, was 
covered by a flat stone slab, which was being carefully plastered 

1 I am somewhat doubtful about this statement. My observations in relation 
to it are supported by those of my assistant, Mr. Owens, who independently 
watched the ceremony. 
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up in place by an old man and woman. I was told that the offer- 
ings had been deposited in that place, and that the ceremony was 
over. 

On examining the rocky floor of the place upon which the platoons 
had stood when they chanted the song before the sacred lodge, I 
found the rain symbols clearly marked out, but whether these had 
in part been made before the dance I am not wholly sure. 

The casting of the offerings of rings by the women into the loops 
made by the old priest I cannot harmonize with any event recorded 
in the Snake Dance. The snakes are, however, thrown together 
into the ring of sacred meal, out of which it is believed by the Mokis 
they cannot escape; but this is not done by the women, and only 
by the widest stretch of the imagination can the rings be likened 
to snakes. Still it is possible that new observations, which are 
certainly very much needed on this point, may lead to interesting 
results. 

The interpretations which others have advanced in explanation of 
the Snake Dance are in part built upon the testimony of Indians, 
which is not on the whole perfectly satisfactory. Indeed, it may be 
a mistaken idea to suppose that the Indians themselves, even the 
best informed, know the meaning of the ceremony. If it has arisen 
in the manner I have suggested, one could easily see how a native, 
unless he was an antiquarian, would be ignorant of the true meaning. 
There are, as is well known, festivals among the whites which would 
long ago have lost their significance were it not for written descrip- 
tions of them. Oral traditions may keep alive a history, but these 
traditions are undoubtedly often faulty, especially as regards ques- 
tions which could have little more than an antiquarian interest not 

particularly active among rude peoples. Hence, possibly, the rather 

unsatisfactory answers which have come from cross-questioning the 
Indians themselves. The testimony, however, should not be neg- 
lected. 

According to Bourke, Nahe-vehma, when questioned about the 
dance, said that the Mokis "have this dance to conciliate the 
snakes, so they won't bite their children." Bourke adds: "My own 

suspicion is that one of the minor objects of the Snake Dance has 
been the perpetuation, in dramatic form, of the legend of the origin 
and growth of the Moqui family." It would seem that the rite 
should not be limited to the Mokis, as he shows, later on, that the 
dance was also celebrated in other pueblos,1 and it is known that 
the Snake Dance was. seen at Acoma and elsewhere by the early 
Spanish travellers. 

1 Possibly, however, he supposes that the ceremony, as performed in the other 
pueblos, was derived from that at Moki. 
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It would seem from the testimony of Nanahe, given by Bourke, 
that there is a secret snake order to which is intrusted the prepara- 
tion and care of the dance, but nothing was elicited from him as 
to the inner meaning of the dance. The existence of a snake order 
does not militate against the water theory of the dance, nor does 
it of itself signify serpent worship. Of greater interest as bearing 
on the subject is the statement of the old chief, Pedro Pino, who, 
according to Bourke, says: "I have seen the Snake Dance a long 
time ago. Then the Moquis used to gather up all kinds of animals, 
-all kinds that move on the ground, snakes, rattlesnakes, toads, 
jack-rabbits, etc.,- and take them to an estufa, where there was an old 
man who knew a great deal about medicine." Possibly we have here 
a survival of the time before the snake symbol had overtowered other 
rain symbols, and assumed such a predominance as to determine the 
whole character of the dance. The existence of the snake order, men- 
tioned by Nanahe, is what would be expected in this preponderance 
in the development of the snake part of the ceremony, but more evi- 
dence than the simple existence of this order is necessary to show 
that this dance is essentially an observance of rites connected with 
serpent worship. 

In endeavoring to discover the true meaning of the Snake Dance, 
many observers have, I believe, been deceived by the great predomi- 
nance given to the snake in the ceremonials, for I doubt very much 
whether we can regard it as an example of snake worship pure and 
simple. It seems to me that it is rather a secondary development 
of a primitive ceremonial, the origin of which was quite different. 
I believe that it arose from an elaboration of an observance some- 
thing like the Lay-la-ttk, which from its simpler form still contains 
the germ of the ceremonial. I believe that the snake with other 
animals was first introduced in the dance as a symbol, just as the 
turtle appears in the Kor-kok-shi dances at Zuni. It was then, as 
now, a symbol of water, since it was regarded the guardian of the 
springs. The effect of its introduction would be as follows: Inter- 
est would naturally centre in the snake, and as a result everything 
connected with its capture, its care, and the method of carrying, 
would take the strongest hold on the minds of the people. Evidently 
under these influences the ceremonials connected with everything 
pertaining to the snake would reach such a development as to com- 
pletely overshadow the simple idea which gave birth to the ceremony 
in which the snake was only a symbol. 

The suggestion which I have here made as to the inner meaning 
of the Snake Dance, and its relationship to Lay-la-tuk, is simply a 
working hypothesis. Many difficulties which I confess I am unable to 
meet suggest themselves, but I believe that in studying the cere- 
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mony on this line of inquiry we are destined to approach nearer the 
truth than on any which has been thus far advanced. What is now 
most needed is an accurate examination of everything connected with 
both these ceremonies. A casual visit to the pueblo at the time of 
the observance is not sufficient, for that step in obtaining knowledge 
has already been taken. The next advance must be by a careful 
comparative study reaching through a period of time long enough to 
embrace all the ceremonies in any way connected with both these 
observances. The time when this can be done is limited, for the cus- 
tom will soon become extinct, and before we are aware of it the last 
celebration will be held. It is more than probable that there will 
be but a few more Snake Dances on the Moki mesas, and that even 
now it is threatened with extinction, so that the present year may be 
its last. When this weird observance has become a matter of his- 

tory, the cry for more observations will grow with increasing years, 
and with an ever-growing interest in American ethnology. The 
observations thus far made are all too limited to form the basis of 
an intelligent judgment as to the meaning of this unique performance 
in the isolated Moki pueblo. Every effort, then, ought to be made 
to faithfully record the details of the last exhibitions of this cere- 
mony for students who come after its extinction. 

. WValter Fewkes. 
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